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We are looking for: 

Member for a working group to address 
ethics-related issues and form an ethics 

committee 

Topic 

The working group deals with the treatment of ethics-relevant questions and the formation 
of an ethics commission should serve to pass on the knowledge to a younger generation of 
students and to work out ideas for the implementation of a civil clause with a corresponding 
commission. Furthermore, ethics-relevant questions will be discussed. 

Expectations 

· You should be interested in or passionate this issue 

· You are motivated to research about it 

· You are sensitized for the topic 

· You are interested in developing constructive strategies for solving the problem 

· You want to change and improve the current situation 

· Experience with student committees is useful, but not necessarily necessary 

Positives 

Taking action in a working group is an honorary position, you will learn a lot, get to know new 
people interested in the same topic and stand up for the interests of your fellow students. 

 

We got your attention? Let’s go! 

Send your application to the StuPa chairpeople! 

Your application and persona must tick the following boxes. You need to be fully enrolled 
student at TUHH. Your application needs to contain the following information: 
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1.    Name of the position you are applying to 
2.    Full name (First middle and last name) 
3.    Address 
4.    Which faculty body you belong to 
5.    State ideas or first drafts about the topic or function 
6.    Please disclose if you already got to know working in student committees. 
7.  You need to write down a formal declaration stating to candidate for the position. 

If you have questions about the work or the working group send us an email to stupa-
praesidium@tuhh.de. We are glad to answer any upcoming questions!  

Please send your application as a PDF to stupa-praesidium@tuhh.de in a near future. You have 
the possibility of introducing yourself on the following StuPa meeting. By partaking you can 
envision your ideas, ask and/or answer questions and show your ambitions. Attendance is 
mandatory to be eligible. 

In general §33 (3) and (4), as well as §37 of the “Wahlordnung der Studierendenschaft” apply. 

 


